WOMEN in COACHING

ICCE Call to Action
Closing the gender gap in elite coaching

from London to Liverpool

- August 2012
  Global Coaches House – London
- September 2013
  Global Coach Conference – Durban, South Africa
- June 2014
  IWG conference – Helsinki, Finland
- July 2014
  Global Coaches House – Glasgow
- August 2015
  ICCE GCC – Vierumaki, Finland
- August 2017
  ICCE GCC – Liverpool

Key Action Areas

- Research and evidence
- Role models
- Mentoring
- Recruitment and progression
- Learning environment
- Policies
- Managing family and lifestyle

Focus of workshops

11th Global Coach Conference

4 sessions…
- Monday 11.00am – 1.00pm
  Presentations of research and good practice in women’s coaching
- Monday 3.30pm – 5.30pm
  Closing the gender gap in coaching - How are we doing?
- Tuesday 11.30am – 12.30pm
  Leading the change - how different organisations are developing strategies for success
- Tuesday 3.00pm – 5.00pm
  Turning best practice into sustainable projects
Coaching Research and Best Practice

- Research findings related to female coaching
- Building the evidence base
- Best practice example
- Implications for policy and practice

speakers

- Sari Tuunainen
- Fraser Carson
- Wade Gilbert
- Stephen Harvey
- Goran Kentta
- Colin Lewis

Closing the gender gap – how are we doing?

- Leanne Norman
- Sarah Milner
- Darlene Harrison

- Gender report card for Rio 2016 Olympics
- SCORE toolkit and training programme
- Coaching leadership – lessons from AIS

Leading the change

How different organisations are developing strategies for success

- National governing body (coach education)
- International federation (leadership)
- European project (mentoring)

- Audrey Cooper – FA
- Rosie Mayglothling – FISA
- Louise Assioun – SCORE
From Brighton to …

“Women are significantly under-represented in management, coaching and officiating, particularly at the higher levels”

London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games
A triumph for women – 50/50 representation …..

And the coaches….?

ICCE CALL TO ACTION

Go girls!

Your name here…
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